GRAVITY™ BALANS®
Design: Peter Opsvik
Balans® concept: Hans Chr. Mengshoel

Our philosophy:
Variér® chairs are the product of a human
idea. We make the human body central to
design, learning it by heart. We know
which positions promote relaxation, and
where and how to support the body. The
human body is designed for motion, and
should never be still for too long. We
make chairs that meet all these needs, and
then we free our human imaginations to
create bold, unconventional forms with
perfect functionality.

The power nap is an invaluable instrument in your quest for
productivity, boosting energy levels and recharging your
brain. Float free of gravity and experience the ultimate power
nap with the Gravity balans®.
Fully reclined, the Gravity balans® elevates your legs above
your heart, and rocks gently to the rhythm of your breathing,
so you experience a liberating sense of weightlessness. Spine
and neck are fully supported while your body enjoys total
relaxation. But the Gravity balans® is not just a recliner. It
tilts forwards when enjoying coffee with friends, backwards
to allow you to place your feet on the floor and further back
so you can curl up in front of the TV. In every position, the
Gravity balans® is designed to give your body the freedom to
move while supporting your back and neck when necessary.
Explore the whole product range from Variér® at
www.varierfurniture.com

41 cm, D 41 cm

GRAVITY™ BALANS®

Power nap/deep thought: Rock
back, raise your feet above your
heart and experience a liberating
floating sensation, with full support
of cervical spine and back.

Reading or watching TV: Lean
back and unwind with supple support for arms, back and neck.

Seat H
44 cm
W 73 cm, D 135 cm

H 51 cm

H 122 cm

Seat H
50 cm

W 52 cm, D 72 cm

TEXTILES AND SURFACES
Every chair from Variér® is available in a variety
of textiles and surfaces. We offer semi-aniline
leather and fabrics of high wear resistance and
classic appearance supplied by acclaimed EuroSeat H
pean specialists in more
than 200 colours.
50 cm

H 93 cm

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
Soft tapes: To protect delicate floors, available in natural and black.

Active relaxation: The adjustable
neck rest and back rest offers perfect support of your cervical spine
and back.

AVAILABLE IN BEECH WOODS:
Natural
lacquered
W 52 cm, D 80 cm

Mocca
stained

Black
lacquered

Natural
OILED

Returning to earth: Rock gently
forwards, and the Gravity balans®
will deliver you smoothly back to
earth, so you can assume an upright
position to drink your coffee, or
reach for a book.

Extended guarantee: Variér Furniture offers an extended guarantee of 5, respectively 7 years. For
full terms and conditions, please
consult the guarantee section of
our website.
Environmental statement: Variér
Furniture has always made the
environment a top priority in the
development, production and
delivery of our merchandise.
Please read the full statement on
our website.

www.varierfurniture.com

